Where Did Cain's Wife Come From

Words and Music by Buddy Davis

I know there was no death before sin Blood was never shed
I know that the dinosaurs are mentioned in Job, the Bible called them dragons
I know all the animal kinds would fit (on) Noah's Ark if (you)

before then So the fossils can't be a million years in age
long ago at the Tower of Babel people spread through (the) Earth (the)
calculate it the chicken was here before the egg (and)

They're from the Flood of language confused (and the)
people (dis)pleased
after the flood there was (an) Ice Age
Neanderthal's man was as

everybody (got the) same

human as us. But there's a big problem that we must discuss It's a puzzle that
color of skin, it's from a pigment called melanin And along with

had sharp teeth Before sin it didn't eat meat God created this
bothers my life where in the world did
ev'ry other beast Kangaroos Once lived in the
Earth in six days and fruit in the garden was like

C Cain get his wife? middle East hand grenade
Chorus Genesis four seventeen stumps me It's about Cain and our

family tree When Cain slew Abel and he had to run Where did Cain's wife come

from? Hmm
Brother married sister when the earth was young people married their close relation
Adam and Eve had daughters and sons in the beginning that's
how it was done. And that's where his wife came from